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Communication Transmission Systems Course 
 

1.1 General Knowledge:  
 Starting from the definition of the transmission systems, which is a System 

that transmits a signal from one place to another. This signal could be an: 

o Electrical 

o Optical, or 

o Radio 

 Due to the environment where these systems could be found, some of them 

may contain:  

o Repeaters:  It is used to retransmit a received weak signal with a new 

high level. This is in order to cover longer distances without 

degradation.  

o Regenerators: It is used to reconstruct and re-shape the received weak 

signal before the retransmission process.   

 In order to send the information as a signal, all forms of information must be 

converted to electromagnetic waves before being propagated through an 

electronic communication system.  

o Electromagnetic waves are made up of a combination between a 

magnetic and electric fields variation. It could be traveled through 

vacuum, air or any other transmission media. 

 

1.2 Communication System 
 There are so many modern communication systems that could be 

summarized in Figure 1 such as:  

o Radio and TV Broadcasting 

o Satellite Systems 

o Cellular Systems 

o Telephony Networks 

o Wireless and Computer Networks 

 

 
Figure 1: Basic Communication System 

 

 

 However, we are interested in defining the transmission medium, which 

could be classified as:  

o Linear: Different waves can be superimposed at any particular 

point. 

o Bounded: It is finite in extent.  
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o Uniform: It has unchanged physical properties in different 

directions. 

o Isotropic: It has the same physical properties in different 

directions. 

 The previous classifications are known as one of the followings: 

o Guided: waves are guided along a solid medium such as a 

transmission line.  

o Wireless: Transmission and reception process are achieved by 

means of an antenna. 

 Physical Transmission lines (TL): It is the material medium or structure 

that forms all or part of a path from one place to another for directing the 

transmission of ENERGY. TL could be one of the followings: 

o Copper 
 Coaxial Cable - Thick or Thin 

 Unshielded Twisted Pair - CAT 3,4,5,5e&6 

o Optical Fiber 
 Multimode 

 Singlemode 

o Wireless 
 Short Range 

 Medium Range (Line of Sight) 

 Satellite 

 

 Twisted Pairs (TP) (two-wirelines) such as the telephone line. 
o It has no interference. 

o Two conductors are wound around each other for 

the purpose of cancelling out the electromagnetic 

interference, which can cause CROSSTALK 

(Noises are generated in signal lines by magnetic 

fields from the environment. So the noise current 

in data lines is the result of that magnetic field. In 

the straight cable, all noise current is flowing in the 

same direction, just like in an ordinary transformer 

coil. When the cable is twisted, in some parts of the 

signal lines the direction of the noise current is the 

opposite from the current in other parts of the 

cable. Because of this, the resulting noise current is 

many factors lower than with an ordinary straight 

cable). 

o The greater the number of twists, the more the 

crosstalk is reduced (By twisting the pairs, a 

balance is maintained).  

o Number of twists per meter makes up part of the specification for a 

given TP cable denoted by Twist Rate.  

o One of the wires is used to carry signals to the receiver and the other is 

used as a ground reference. 

o Two common twisted-pair cable used in communications: 

 Unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) 

 Consists of one or more insulated wires 

pairs encased in a plastic sheath.  

 Does not contain additional shielding. 

 It is flexible 

Figure 2: TP transmission line 

Figure 3: UTP 
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 Could be used in Ethernet networks 

and telephony systems.   

 Shielded twisted-pair (STP): has a metal foil 

or braided-mesh covering. 

 Preventing the penetration of noise or 

crosstalk 

 It is bulkier and more expensive 

 Could be found in the Token Ring 

networks.   

o TP Performance: One way measure 

performance is to compare attenuation vs. 

frequency and distance. 

 A twisted-pair can pass a wide range of 

frequencies. 

 Figure 5 shows with increasing 

frequency, attenuation in decibels per 

kilometer (dB/km), sharply increase 

with frequency above 100 kHz. 

 Gauge is a measure of the thickness of 

the wire. 

 

 Coaxial Cables such as the TV cables 
o Coaxial cable is a copper-cored cable 

surrounded by a heavy shielding and is 

used to connect computers in a network. 

o Outer conductor shields the inner 

conductor from picking up stray signal 

from the air. 

o High bandwidth but lossy channel. 

o Repeater is used to regenerate the 

weakened signals. 

o Coaxial cables are categorized by their radio government (RG) ratings. 

Each RG number denotes a unique set of physical specifications: 

 Wire gauge of the inner conductor 

  Thickness and type of the inner insulator 

 Construction of the shield 

 Size and type of the outer casing 

o Each RG ratings is adapted for a specialized 

function 

 

 Optical Fibers which  is used highly in military applications because 

it is safe and secure 

o It is made of glass or plastic and transmits signals in the form of 

light 

o If a ray pf light traveling through one substance and enters another 

(more or less dense), the ray changes directions 

o Optical fibers use reflection to guide light through a channel 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: STP 

Figure 5: TP Performance 

Figure 6: Coaxial Cable 
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o Glass or plastic core is surrounded by a 

cladding of less dense glass or plastic 

o Current technology supports two modes 

(multimode and single mode) for 

propagating light along optical channels 

 Multimode: multiple beams 

from a light source move 

through the core in different 

paths. It can be implemented in 

two forms: 

 Step-index 

 Graded-index 

 

 

 

 

o Advantages and Disadvantages of Optical: 

 Advantages over twisted-pair and coaxial 

 Higher bandwidth 

 Less signal attenuation  

o Signal with fiber-optic can run for 50 km 

with requiring regeneration 

o 5 km for coaxial or twisted-pair cable 

  Immunity to electromagnetic interference 

o Electromagnetic noise cannot affect fiber-

optic cables 

 Resistance to corrosive  materials 

o Glass is more resistant to corrosive 

materials than copper 

 Light weight 

 Disadvantages 

 Installation/maintenance  

o  Need expertise 

 Unidirectional 

o If we need bidirectional we need two fibers 

  Cost 

o The cables and interfaces are expensive 

 

 Waveguides:  they have been developed in order to 

interconnect components on boards (PCB) at higher range of 

frequencies.  

o Microstrip: it is simply a flat conductor separated 

from a ground plane by an insulating dielectric 

material. 

 

o Stripline: it is a flat conductor sandwiched between 

two ground planes.  

 

 

Figure  8 : Microstrip line 

Figure  9 : Stripline 

Figure  7 : Optical Fiber cable 
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 Wireless (unguided) Media 
o transport electromagnetic waves without using a physical 

conductor (wireless communication), i.e. Signal broadcast through 

air 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Very useful in difficult terrain where cable laying is not possible. 

o Provides mobility to communication nodes. 

o Right of way and cable laying costs can be reduced. 

o Susceptible to rain, atmospheric variations and Objects in 

transmission path. 

o Frequency Bands: it is divided into subsections or bands, with 

each band having a different name and boundary. 
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o Unguided signals can travel from the source to destination in 

several ways: 

 Ground propagation 

 Radio waves travel through the lowest portion of 

atmosphere 

 Waves emanate in all directions from the transmitting 

antenna 

 Distance depends on the amount of power in the signal 

 Sky propagation 

 Higher  frequency radio waves radiate upward into 

ionosphere where they reflected back to earth 

 This type of transmission allows for greater 

distance with lower power output 

 Line-of-sight propagation 

 Very high-frequency signals are transmitted in 

straight lines directly from antenna to antenna 

 An tennas must be directional 

 Facing each other 

 Either tall enough or close enough 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Wireless transmission can be divided into: 

 Radio Waves: 

 It has a range of frequencies between 3 KHz and 1 GHz  

 It is omnidirectional (propagated in all directions)  

 The sending and receiving antennas do not have to be 

aligned.  

 As a disadvantage, one antenna interferences another 

antenna when they using same frequency 

 Radio waves that propagate in the sky mode, can travel 

long distance [AM radio] 

 Radio waves [low and medium frequencies] can 

penetrate walls inside a building 

 Advantage: an AM radio can be received inside a 

building 

 Disadvantage: we cannot isolate a communication 

to just inside or outside a building 

 As Applications, it is useful for multicasting: Radio, 

television. Cordless phones and paging system 
o Indoor : 10 – 50m : BlueTooth, WLAN 
o Short range Outdoor : 50 – 200m: WLAN 
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o Mid-Range Outdoor : 200m – 5 Km : GSM, CDMA, 

WLAN Point-to-Point, Wi-Max   

o  Long Range Outdoor : 5 Km – 100 Km : Microwave 

Point-to-Point 

o Long Distance Communication : Across Continents : 

Satellite Communication 

 Microwaves: 

 Microwaves are unidirectional 

 Antenna need to be aligned 

 Advantage: pair of antenna can be aligned without 

interfering with another pair 

 Microwave propagation is line-of-sight 

 For long distance communication 

o Very tall towers 

o Repeater 

 Very high-frequency microwaves cannot penetrate 

walls 

o Disadvantage if receiver inside a building  

 As an application and due to unidirectional properties, 

microwaves useful when unicasting (one-to-one) 

communication: 

o Cellular phones 

o Satellite networks 

o Wireles LANs 

 Infrared: 

 From 300 GHz to 400 THz (wavelengths from 1 mm to 

770 nm) 

 Use for short-range communication 

 It has high frequency, cannot penetrate walls 

o Prevents interference between one system and 

another 

 Remote control not interfere with our 

neighbors 

 Cannot be used outside because sun’s rays contain 

infrared waves (interference) 

 (IrDA) Infrared Data Association established standards 

for communicating between devices: 

o Keyboards, mice, PCs and printers 

1.3 Transmission Line Characteristics 
 For any TL, there are two main characteristics:  

o Characteristic Impedance (Zo): it is defined as the impedance 

that gives the maximum power transfer from the source to the load 

(purely resistive load) of the TL.  
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o Zo could be calculated for a single section of the TL as: 
 

𝑍𝑜 = √
𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿

𝐺 + 𝑗𝜔𝐶
 

 

 At radio frequencies (or at high frequencies) the resistive 

components are ignored. 

𝐿 >>  𝑅,𝐶 >>  𝐺  𝑍𝑜 = √
𝐿

𝐶
 

 At low frequencies 

  𝑅 >>  𝐿, 𝐺 >>  𝐶  𝑍𝑜 = √
𝑅

𝐺
 

 It is purely resistive and is independent of both of 

frequency and length. 
 At low frequencies, the equivalent circuit can be reduced 

to the followings:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑍1 = 𝑅 +
1

𝐺
= 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑠 

𝑍2 = 𝑅 +
𝑅𝑠 × 𝑍1

𝑅𝑠 + 𝑍1
 

⋮ 

𝑍𝑜 = 𝑅 +
𝑅𝑠 × 𝑍𝑛

𝑅𝑠 + 𝑍𝑛
 

 

Example 1:  

Calculate the characteristic impedance for a transmission line consists of 

5 sections, R = 10Ω and Rs = 100Ω. 

 

o The value of 𝑍𝑜 varies for different TL  

 For a Two-wire parallel TL: 

𝑍𝑜 = 276 log (
𝐷

𝑟
) 

𝐷: the distance between the centers of the two conductors (inch) 

𝑟: the radius of the conductor (inch) 
 

 For a Coaxial cable TL: 

𝑍𝑜 =
138

√𝜖𝑟

log (
𝐷

𝑑
) 

𝐷: the inside diameter of the outer conductor (inch) 

𝑟: the diameter of the inner conductor (inch) 
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 For a Microstrip  TL: 

𝑍𝑜 =
87

√𝜖 + 1.41
ln (

5.98ℎ

0.8𝑤 + 𝑡
) 

𝑤: width of copper trace 

𝑡:  thickness of copper trace 

ℎ: distance between copper trace and the ground plane 

 

 For a Stripline  TL: 

𝑍𝑜 =
60

𝜖
ln (

4𝑑

0.67𝜋𝜔(0.8 +
𝑡
ℎ

)
) 

𝑑: dielectric constant 

𝑤: width of conducting copper trace 

𝑡:  thickness of conducting copper trace 

ℎ: distance between copper trace and the ground plane 

 

 
 

o Propagation Constant (): It is used to express the signal loss 

(attenuation) and the phase shift per unit length of a TL. 

 

γ = α + 𝑗β 

   α: the attenuation coefficient 

   β: the phase shift coefficient 

𝛾 = √(𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐿)(𝐺 + 𝑗𝜔𝐶) = 𝛼 + 𝑗𝛽 

𝛽 = 𝜔√𝐿𝐶 =
2𝜋

𝜆
 

𝛼 =
𝑅

2𝑍𝑜
+

𝐺𝑍𝑜

2
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o Velocity Factor (𝑉𝑓): The ratio of the actual velocity of 

propagation on an EM wave (𝑉𝑝) through a given medium to the 

velocity of propagation through a vacuum (free space) 

𝑐 =  
𝑉𝑝

𝑉𝑓
 ⇛ 𝑉𝑓 =

1

√𝜖𝑟

 

𝑉𝑝 =
𝑑

√𝐿𝐶
= 𝜆 × 𝑓 ⇛ 𝜆 =

𝑉𝑝

𝑓
=

𝑐𝑉𝑓

𝑓
=

𝑐

𝑓√𝜖𝑟

 

If the distance 𝑑 is normalized to 1m, then  

𝑉𝑝 =
1

√𝐿𝐶
 𝑚/𝑠 

 

o Delay Lines (𝑡𝑑): They are designed to intentionally introduce a 

time delay in the path of EM waves 

𝑡𝑑 = √𝐿𝐶 𝑠𝑒𝑐 = 1.016𝜖𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 
o TL Losses: The signal power is lost in a TL through different 

ways: 

 Conductor losses: It is given by power loss (𝐼2𝑅) 

 Dielectric Heating Losses: It is caused if the separation 

between conductors in a metallic TL is appreciable 

fraction of a wavelength. Then, it will act like an antenna, 

which radiates the power to any nearby conductive 

material. 

 Corona Losses: Occurs when discharge occurs between 

two conductors of TL. This will destroy the line. 

 Coupling Losses: Occurs when a connection is made 

to/from a TL or when two sections of TL are connected 

together. 

 

o Incident and Reflected Waves: A TL is bidirectional i.e. power 

can propagate equally well in both directions (Load and Source).  

 Incident voltage: voltage that propagates from the source 

toward the load. 

 Reflected voltage: voltage that propagates from the load 

toward the source. 

 There are incident/reflected currents and powers.  

 For a purely resistive𝑍𝑜, the current and voltage are 

in-phase then𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≤ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐. 

 Non-resonant TL: The TL with no reflected power, i.e. 

max. power transfer is achieved and 𝑍𝑜 = 𝑍𝐿. 

 Resonant TL: The TL that has a reflected power and 

occurs when the load is either a short/open circuit. 

 Reflection Coefficient (Γ): Represents the ratio of the 

reflected voltage/current to the incident voltage/current 

Γ =
𝐸𝑟

𝐸𝑖
=

𝐼𝑟

𝐼𝑖
 

 Γ = 1 when 𝐸𝑟 = 𝐸𝑖 (all the power is reflected) 

 Γ = 0 when 𝐸𝑟 = 0 (minimum value and ideal 

condition) 
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 Standing Waves: It occurs when 𝑍𝑜 ≠ 𝑍𝐿, where 

the EM waves (incident and reflected) are 

travelling in opposite directions. 

 Standing Wave Ratio (SWR): The ratio of the 

maximum voltage/current to the minimum 

voltage/current of a standing wave on a TL.  

 

𝑆𝑊𝑅 =
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛
=

𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑟

𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑟
=

𝐸𝑖 + Γ𝐸𝑖

𝐸𝑖 − Γ𝐸𝑖
=

1 + Γ

1 − Γ
  (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠) 

1.4 Electromagnetic Wave Propagation 
 

 Free-space electromagnetic wave propagation 

 

 EM waves travel in a straight lines at approximately the speed of light. 

 Electromagnetic transmissions move in space as Transverse waves 

 Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves are made up of magnetic 

and electric fields that are at right angles to each other and at right 

angles to the direction of propagation 

 TEM waves will propagate through any dielectric material including 

air. 

 TEM wave, however do not propagate well through lossy conductors, 

such as sea water, because the electric fields cause current to flow in 

the material that rapidly dissipate the wave's energy. 

 The primary difference between propagation through vacuum (Free 

space) and Earth's atmosphere is 

 The Earth's atmosphere introduces losses and impairments to 

the signal that are not encountered in a vacuum. 

 Radio waves arc electromagnetic waves and, like light, 

propagate through free space in a straight line with a velocity of 

300,000.000 meters per second. TEM waves travels in air (such 

as earth’s atmosphere), slightly slower 

 The speed of propagation of an electromagnetic wave are given by: 

𝑣 =
𝑐

√𝜖𝑟

 

𝑐: speed of light 3 × 108𝑚/𝑠 

𝜖𝑟: medium relative permittivity (dielectric constant) 

 

 The essential properties of radio waves are: 

 Frequency 

 Intensity 

 Direction of Travel 

 Plane of Polarization 

 Radio waves are a form of EM radiation like heat and light except:  

 Their range of frequencies 

 The way they are generated and detected. 
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 Polarization  
 

 The polarization of a plane electromagnetic wave is simply the 

orientation of the electric field vector in respect to the surface of the 

Earth. 

 The polarization of the propagated wave is determined initially by the 

type and arrangement of the transmitting antenna. 

 If the polarization remains constant, it is described as linear 

polarization. 

 The two forms of linear polarization are: - 

 Horizontal polarization (electric field is propagating parallel to 

the Earth's surface) 

 Vertical polarization (the electric field is propagating 

perpendicular to the Earth's surface) 

 If the polarization vector rotates 360
o
 as the wave moves one 

wavelength through space and the field strength is equal at all angles of 

polarization, the wave is described as having circular polarization. 

Otherwise, it will be described as elliptical polarization. 
 

 Rays and Wavefronts 

 When a surface is plane, its wavefront is 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 

 Isotropic source: a point source that radiates 

power at a constant rate uniformly in all directions 

 An Isotropic radiator produces a spherical 

wavefront with radius R. All points 

distance R from the source lie on the 

surface of the sphere and have-equal 

power densities.  

 

 

 Power Density and Field Intensity 

 

 Field intensity: The intensity of the electric and magnetic fields of 

an electromagnetic wave propagating in free space 

 Electric field intensity is usually given in volts per meter; 𝐸. 

𝐸 =
𝑞

4𝜋𝜖𝑑2
 

 

𝑑: Distance between conductors 

𝜖: Permittivity 

 𝑞: Charge between conductors (Coulombs) 

 

 Magnetic field intensity in ampere-turns per meter is the 

strength produced around a conductor (wire/antenna); 𝐻. 
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𝐻 =
𝐼

2𝜋𝑑
 

𝑑: Distance from wire (meters) 

 

 

 Power Density:  The rate at which energy panes through a given 

surface area in free space (W/m
2
). 

 

𝑃 =  𝐸 × 𝐻     
      Where:  

𝑃: Power density (W/m
2
) 

𝐸: rms electric field intensity (V/m) 

𝐻: rms magnetic field intensity (At/m) 

𝑋𝑟𝑚𝑠 =
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥

√2
  

 

 The electric and magnetic field intensities of an electromagnetic wave 

in free space are related through the characteristic impedance 

(resistance) of free space 

𝐸 =  𝐻 × 𝑍𝑜 
 The characteristic impedance of a lossless transmission medium is 

equal to the square root of the ratio of its magnetic permeability to its 

electric permittivity  

𝑍𝑜 = √
𝜇𝑜

𝜖𝑜
= 377Ω 

𝜇𝑜: magnetic permeability of free space (4𝜋 × 10−7 = 1.26 × 10−6)  

𝜖𝑜: electric permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10−12 =
1

36𝜋
× 10−9)  

 

 Spherical Wavefront: 

 

 The power density at any point on the sphere 

is the total radiated power divided by the 

total area of sphere. 

Ρ =
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑

4𝜋𝑅2
=

𝐸2

377
 

 𝑅: Radius of the sphere 

 Making use of the Inverse Square Law (The 

power density is inversely proportional to 

the square of the distance from the source) 

 

    Ρ1 =
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑

4𝜋𝑅1
2 and Ρ2 =

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑

4𝜋𝑅2
2 

⇛
Ρ2

Ρ1
= (

𝑅1

𝑅2
)

2

 

Example:  

For an isotropic antenna radiating 100W of power, determine” 

1- Power density 1000m from the source 

2- Power density 2000m from the source  
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 Wave Attenuation  
 As waves propagate through free space, however, they spread out, 

resulting in a reduction in power density. This is called attenuation 

(free space path loss). 

 And it occurs in: -  

 Free space as well as the 

 Earth's atmosphere. 

 Because the attenuation is due the spherical spreading of the wave, it is 

sometimes called the space attenuation of the wave.  

 Wave attenuation is generally expressed Mathematically as 

𝛾𝑎 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
Ρ2

Ρ1
) = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

R2

R1
) 

Hence, the current and voltage distribution along a TL that is 

terminated in a load equal to its 𝑍𝑜 are determined from  

 

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠𝑒−𝛾𝑙 and 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑠𝑒−𝛾𝑙 

𝐼𝑠: current of the source end (A), 𝑉𝑠: current of the source end (V),  

𝛾: the propagation constant, 𝑙: Distance from the source  

 Wave Absorption 
 Since Earth's atmosphere is not a vacuum, it contains particles that can 

absorb electromagnetic energy. 

 This type of reduction of power is called absorption loss   

 And does not occur in waves traveling outside our atmosphere. 

 Absorption of radio frequencies, in a normal atmosphere depends on 

frequency and is relatively insignificant below approximately 10 GHz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It can be seen from the last figures that:  

o Water vapor causes significant attenuation of electromagnetic waves 

at the higher frequencies. 

o Rain is not serious problem below 10 GHz 
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o Abnormal atmospheric conditions such as heavy rain or dense fog 

absorb more energy than a normal atmosphere. 

o Wave attenuation due to absorption does not depend on distance 

from the radiating source, but rather the total distance that the wave 

propagates through the atmosphere. 

o Therefore, wave attenuation depends on the ratio R2/R1 and wave 

absorption depends on the distance between R1 and R2.  

 

 Optical Properties of Radio Waves 
o Refraction: It is the changing of the direction of an EM ray as it 

passes obliquely from one medium into another with different 

velocities of propagation (different refractive indices)  

 The velocity, at which an electromagnetic wave propagates, is 

inversely proportional to the density of the medium in which it 

is propagating. 

 Refractive index, 𝑛 ,is the square root of the dielectric constant.   

 

𝑛 =
𝑐

𝑣
= √𝑘 = √𝜖𝑟 

  𝑘: Equivalent dielectric constant relative to free space  

 

𝑘 = √1 −
81𝑁

𝑓2
 

𝑁: number of electrons per cubic centimeter 

𝑓: frequency (kHz) 

 

 Snell’s Law governs the behavior 

of electromagnetic waves being 

refracted: 

 

                                    𝑛1 sin(𝜃1) = 𝑛2 sin(𝜃2) 
 

                                    
sin(𝜃1)

sin(𝜃2)
=

𝑛2

𝑛1
= √

𝜖𝑟2

𝜖𝑟1

 

 
𝑛2: Refractive index of medium 2          𝑛1: refractive index of medium 1 

𝜃2:  Angle of refraction (degrees)          𝜃1:  Angle of incidence (degrees) 

𝜖𝑟2
: Dielectric constant of medium 2    𝜖𝑟1

: dielectric constant of medium 1 

 

o Reflection: It occurs when an incident wave strike a boundary of two 

media, some/all of the incident power doesn’t enter the second medium 

(From the surface of earth, from building and 

walls). 

 The ratio of the reflected to the 

incident voltage intensities is called 

the reflection coefficient () 

(sometimes called the coefficient of 

reflection).  

 For a perfect conductor,   = 1 
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 For imperfect conductors,   depend on 

 Angle of incident 

 The electric polarization 

 Dielectric constant of the two materials.  
 

 Because all the reflected waves remain in the same medium, then the 

velocities of both the reflected and incident waves are equal (𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑟). 

Consequently, the angle of reflection will equal the angle of incidence 

(𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃𝑟).  
 

 Three types of reflection surfaces: - 

 Specular (mirror like) reflection: reflection from a perfectly 

smooth surface. 

 Diffuse reflection: reflection from an irregular surface. Such a 

surface may destroy the shape of the wavefront. It is randomly 

Scattered in many directions 

   Semi-rough Surfaces: Surfaces that fall between smooth and 

irregular.  

 It causes a combination of diffuse and specular 

reflection 

 Will not totally destroy the shape of the reflected 

wavefront. However there is a reduction in the total 

power. 

 

 The Rayleigh criterion: states that a semi-rough surface will 

reflect as if it were a smooth surface whenever 

cos(𝜃𝑖) >
𝜆

8𝑑
 

𝑑: the depth of the surface irregularity and 

𝜆: the wavelength of the incident  

 

o Diffraction:  the redistribution of energy within a wavefront when it 

passes near the edge of an opaque object. it allows light or radio waves 

to propagate around corners. 

  

 For both refraction and reflection, it is assumed that the 

dimensions of the surfaces were large with respect to a 

wavelength of the signal. However, when a wavefront passes 

near an obstacle with dimensions comparable in size to a 

wavelength, simple geometric analysis cannot be used to 

explain the results and Huygens's principle is necessary. 
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o Scattering: It occurs when the medium through which the wave 

travels consists of objects with dimensions that are small compared to 

the wavelength.  

 Scattering waves are produced by rough surfaces, or small 

objects 

 In practice, foliage, street sign and lamp posts induce scattering 

in mobile communication system.  

 The electromagnetic energy is absorbed and scattered by the 

raindrops, and this effect becomes even more pronounced when 

the length of the wave (wavelength) approaches the size of the 

raindrop. 

o Interference: Radio wave interference occurs when two or more 

electromagnetic waves combine in such a way that system 

performance is degraded.  

 Radio wave interference occurs when two or more 

electromagnetic waves combine in such a way that  system 

performance is degraded.  

 Depending on the phase angles of the two vectors, either 

 Addition (reinforce or Constructive) or  

 Subtraction (cancel or Destructive) can occur.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If the difference in distance traveled is an odd integral multiple 

of one-half wavelength, reinforcement takes place. 

 If the difference is an even integral multiple of one-half 

wavelength, total cancellation occurs. 

 More likely the difference in distance falls somewhere between 

the two, and partial cancellation occurs.  

  For frequencies below VHF, the relatively large wavelengths 

prevent interference from being a significant problem.  

 With UHF and above, wave interference can be severe.  

 

o The atmosphere:  For radio operations purposes, the atmosphere is 

made up of three basic regions: 

 The troposphere:  
 As altitude increases in this region, temperature decreases 

steadily and wind speeds increase significantly, making the 

top of the troposphere an extremely cold and windy place.   
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 The earth's topography mountain ranges and plateaus can 

cause some lower regions in the troposphere to experience 

temperature inversions, where temperature actually 

increases with altitude.  

 Within the troposphere, bending of radio waves by 

refraction makes the distance to the radio horizon exceed 

the distance to the optical horizon. 

 The stratosphere, 

 The temperature in the lower stratosphere is believed to be 

fairly constant (extremely stable and cold) and is not 

subject to temperature changes or inversions and will not 

cause significant refractions 

 The ionosphere:  

 Long-distance, HF communication is made possible by 

reflections of radio waves from ionized layers in this 

portion of the earth’s atmosphere. 

 The upper atmosphere has a higher percentage of ionized 

molecules than in the lower atmosphere. Why? The higher 

the ion density is, the more refraction. 

 Essentially, three layers comprise the ionosphere 

 D layer: 
 has very little effect on the direction of propagation 

of radio waves. 

 the ions in the D layer can absorb appreciable 

amounts of electromagnetic energy 

 The D layer reflects VLF and LF waves and absorbs 

MF and HF waves 

 E layer: 
 reflects HF waves somewhat during the daytime. 

 called the sporadic E layer because it seems to come 

and go rather unpredictably. It is caused by solar 

flares and sunspot activity (an unexpected 

improvement in long-distance radio transmission). 

 F layer: made up of two layers, the F1 and F2 layers 

(The F1 layer absorbs and attenuates some HF waves, 

although most of the waves pass through to the F2 

layer, where they are refracted back to Earth). 

 All three layers of the ionosphere vary in location and in 

ionization density with the time of day. They also fluctuate 

in a cyclic pattern throughout the year and according to the 

11-year sunspot cycle. 
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 Terrestrial Propagation Of electromagnetic Waves 

 Terrestrial waves are EM waves that are travelling within Earth atmosphere.  

 Essentially, there are three ways of propagating electromagnetic waves within 

Earth's atmosphere:  

 Surface-wave (Ground): At 

frequencies below 2 MHz, surface 

waves provide the best coverage, 

because ground losses increase rapidly 

with frequency. 

 Space-wave (which includes both 

direct and ground-reflected waves): 

are used for very high frequencies and 

above.  

 sky-wave propagation: are used for 

high-frequency applications.  

 

o Surface-Wave Propagation 

 It is an Earth’s-guided electromagnetic wave that travels over the surface 

of Earth.  

 Surface waves are attenuated as they propagate due to that the Earth’s 

surface has both of resistance and dielectric losses. 

 Attenuation of the surface wave due to absorption depends on the  

o Conductivity of earth’s surface and 

o Frequency of the electromagnetic wave 

 Surface waves propagate best over a surface that is a good conductor, 

such as salt water, and poorly over dry desert areas. 

 Attenuation over all types of terrain increases rapidly with frequency. 

 At a typical used frequency of 100 Hz, the attenuation is about 0.3dB/m. 
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 This attenuation increases steadily with frequency so that, at 1 GHz, a 

1000 dB/m loss is sustained 

 Therefore, Surface -wave propagation is not very effective at frequencies 

above 2 MHz. 

 Surface wave must be vertically polarized. 

 Earth's atmosphere has a gradient density (i.e., the density decreases 

gradually with distance from Earth‘s surface), which cause the 

wavefront to tilt progressively forward (remaining close to its surface). 

 Surface-wave propagation is commonly used for 

o ship-to-ship communications and  

o ship-to-shore communications 

o For radio navigation, and  

 Surface wave propagation is the only way to communicate into the 

ocean with submarines. Extremely low frequency (ELF [30-300 Hz]) 

propagation is utilized 

 Seawater has little attenuation to ELF signals, so these frequencies can 

be used to communicate with submerged submarines without their 

having to surface and be vulnerable to detection 

 

 The advantages of Surface-Wave Propagation 
o Given enough transmit power; it can be used to communicate 

between any two locations in the world. 

o It is relatively unaffected by changing atmospheric conditions.  

 The disadvantages of Surface-Wave Propagation 
o Surface waves require a relatively high transmission power. 

o Surface waves are limited to very low, low, and medium 

frequencies (VLF, LF, MF) requiring large antennas 

o Surface losses vary considerably with surface material and 

composition. 

o Space-wave propagation  

 Space-wave propagation of 

electromagnetic energy includes 

radiated energy that travels in the 

lower few miles of Earth's 

atmosphere. 

 Space waves include both direct 

and ground reflected waves. 

 Space-wave propagation with direct 

waves is commonly called line-of-

sight (LOS) transmission. 

 Therefore, space-wave propagation is limited by the curvature of the 

Earth. 

 The field intensity at the receive antenna depends on  

o the distance between the two antennas (attenuation and absorption)  

o whether the direct and ground-reflected waves are in phase 

(interference)  

 A special case in TV reception is presented as an example.  

o When the same signal arrives at the TV receiver at two different 

times; the reflected signal has farther to travel and is weaker than 

the direct signal, resulting in a double image. 
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 The curvature of Earth presents a horizon to space-wave propagation 

commonly called the radio horizon. 

  

 
 

 Due to atmospheric refraction, the radio horizon extends beyond the 

optical horizon for the common standard atmosphere. 

 The radio horizon is approximately four thirds that of the optical 

horizon, where the optical Line of Sight (LoS) is 𝑑 = 3.57√ℎ; 𝑑: 

distance between antenna and horizon (km), ℎ: antenna height (m)) 

  The radio horizon can be lengthened simply by  

o Elevating the transmit or receive antennas (or both) above Earth's 

surface with towers or 

o Placing them on top of mountains or high buildings. 

 

 The LoS radio horizon for a single antenna at sea level is given as:  

𝑑 = √2ℎ 
 

                           𝑑: distance to radio horizon (miles),   

                           ℎ: antenna height above sea level (feet) 

 

 Therefore, for a transmit and receive antenna, the distance between the 

two antennas is 

    

                     𝑑 = 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝑟  

                     𝑑 = √2ℎ𝑡 + √2ℎ𝑟 

  

                         𝑑: total distance (miles) 

    ℎ𝑡: transmit antenna height (feet) 

                ℎ𝑟: receive antenna height (feet) 

                𝑑𝑡: radio horizon for transmit antenna (miles) 

                𝑑𝑟: radio horizon for transmit antenna (miles) 

 

 The maximum distance between a transmitter and a receiver over 

average terrain can be approximated by the following equation:  

 

                     𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 17ℎ𝑡 + 17ℎ𝑟  

 

                      𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥: maximum distance between transmitter and receiver (kilometers) 

    ℎ𝑡: transmit antenna height (meter) 

                ℎ𝑟: receive antenna height (meter) 
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 Because the conditions in Earth's lower atmosphere are subject to 

change, the degree of refraction can vary with time. 

 A special condition called duct propagation occurs when the density of 

the lower atmosphere is such that electromagnetic waves are trapped 

between it and Earth's surface. 

 The layers of the atmosphere act as a duct, and an electromagnetic wave 

can propagate for great distances around the curvature of Earth within 

this duct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Communication at VHF and UHF range of frequencies can be carried 

out by means of space waves, as an example VHF television, UHF 

television, and FM radio. 

o Sky-wave propagation  

 Sky waves are radiated toward the sky, where they are either reflected or 

refracted back to Earth by the ionosphere 

 Because of this, sky-wave propagation is sometimes called ionospheric 

propagation.  

 Sky wave strike the ionosphere, is refracted back to ground, strike the 

ground, reflected back toward the ionosphere, etc until it reaches the 

receiving antenna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sky waves are useful for long distance communication in the frequency 

range of 3-30 MHz.  

1.5 Propagation Terms and Definitions 
o Critical Frequency  

 Critical frequency (𝑓𝑐): The highest frequency that 

an RF wave can be propagated directly upward and 

still be returned to Earth by the ionosphere. 

 The critical frequency depends on the ionization 

density and, therefore, varies with the time of day 

and the season. 
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 A measurement technique called ionospheric sounding is sometimes 

used to determine the critical frequency.  
 

o Critical angle 

 Critical angle (𝜃𝑐): The maximum vertical angle at which the EM ray 

can propagated and still be refracted back the ionosphere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Maximum Usable Frequency 

 The maximum usable frequency (MUF): The highest frequency that can 

be used for sky-wave propagation between two specific points on Earth's 

surface. 

 Could be measured by the secant law as: 

𝑀𝑈𝐹 =
𝑓𝑐

cos (𝜃𝑖)
 

𝜃𝑖: the angle of incidence. 

 

 Due to the general instability of the ionosphere, the highest frequency 

used between two points is often selected lower than the MUF (85% of 

the MUF provides more reliable communications), which is called 

optimum working frequency (OWF). 

 

o Virtual Height 

 Figure below shows a wave that has 

been radiated from Earth's surface 

toward the ionosphere:  

ℎ𝑣 (virtual height): Maximum 

height that the hypothetical 

reflected wave would have reached. 

ℎ𝑎 (actual height): Maximum 

height that the wave reached. 

 

 

o Skip distance (𝑑𝑠): is the minimum 

distance from a transmit antenna that a sky 

wave of given frequency (must be less than 

the maximum usable frequency and 

propagated at its critical angles) will be 

returned to Earth. 
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 It can be seen that the point where the wave is returned to Earth moves 

closer to the transmitter as the radiation angle (∅) is increased. 

 When the radiation angle exceeds the critical angle, the wave penetrates 

the ionosphere and escapes Earth’s 

atmosphere 

 At points beyond the skip distance, 

it is possible for two rays to reach a 

receiving aerial. 

 The two rays are called the lower 

ray and the upper ray. 

o The upper ray is usually of little 

significance, as it tends to be 

much weaker than the lower ray 

because it spreads over a much 

larger area than lower ray. 

o The upper ray becomes important 

when circumstances prevent the 

lower ray (it is blocked by an 

obstacle) from reaching a particular point  

 The area between where the surface waves are completely dissipated and 

the point where the first sky wave returns to earth is called quiet or skip 

zone because in this area there is no reception. 

 The figure below shows the effect on the skip 

distance of the disappearance of the D and E 

layers during nighttime. 

 Effectively, the ceiling formed by the 

ionosphere is raised, allowing sky waves to 

travel higher before being refracted back to 

Earth. 

 This effect explain how faraway radio stations 

are sometimes heard during the night that 

cannot be hearing daylight hours 

 If the height of the reflection region is increased then the skip distance 

will increase. 

 

o Free-Space Path Loss (𝐿𝑝): The loss incurred by an EM wave/ray as it 

propagates in a straight line through a vacuum with no absorption or reflection 

of energy from nearby objects.     

 

𝐿𝑝 = (
4𝜋𝑑

𝜆
)

2

= (
4𝜋𝑓𝑑

𝑐
)

2

 

 

𝑑: distance (meters),  𝑓: frequency (Hz), 𝜆: wavelength (meters),  

𝑐: speed of light in free space 

 

𝐿𝑝𝑑𝐵
= 32.4 + 20 log(𝑓𝑀𝐻𝑧) + 20log (𝑑𝑘𝑚) 

Example: - 

For a carrier frequency of 6 GHz and a distance of 50 km. determine the free-

space path loss.  
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o Fade Margin  

 An electromagnetic wave propagates 

through Earth's atmosphere; the signal 

may experience intermittent losses in 

signal strength beyond the normal path 

loss.  

 This loss can be attributed to several 

different phenomena and can include 

both short- and long-term effects. 

 This variation in signal loss is called 

fading  

 Fading can be caused by 

o Natural weather disturbance, such 

as rainfall, snow-fall, fog, hail 

o Man-made disturbance, such as 

irrigation 

o Multiple transmission paths 

o An irregular Earth surface 

o Varying terrains 

 The fade margin (𝑓𝑚): To accommodate temporary fading, an additional 

loss is added to the normal path loss. 

 Could be measured by the Barnett- Vignant reliability as: 

 

𝑓𝑚𝑑𝐵
= 30 log(𝑑𝑘𝑚) + 10 log(𝐴 × 𝐵 × 𝑓𝐺𝐻𝑧) − 10 log(1 − 𝑅) − 70 

𝑓𝑚𝑑𝐵
= (Multipath effect) + (Terrain sensitivity) − (reliability objectives) − 70 

 

 𝑅: Reliability expressed as a decimal (i.e., 99.99% =0.9999 reliability) 

 𝐴: Roughness factor = {

4 for over water or a very smooth terrain
1 for over an average terrain

0.25 for over a very rough, mountainous terrain
 

      𝐵:   = {

0.5 for hot humid areas
0.25 for average inland areas

0.125 for very dry or mountainous areas
 

 

 
Example:  

Determine the fade margin for the following conditions: distance between sites = 

40 km; frequency = 1.8 GHz; smooth terrain; humid climate: and a reliability 

objective 99.99%.   
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1.6 Multiplexing Techniques 
 

Multiplexing is the transmission of 

information (in any form) from one or more 

source to one or more destination over the 

same transmission medium.  
 

o Why Multiplexing? 
 

The aim is to share an expensive resource. 

For example, in telecommunications, several 

telephone calls may be carried using one 

wire. Multiplexing originated in telegraphy, 

and is now widely applied in 

communications. 

 

o Multiplexing Types: 
 

 Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) 
 Allocate according location. 

 Considered as the basis of frequency reuse 

 Each physical space is assigned a channel  

 Spaces that don’t overlap can have the same 

channels assigned to them 

 It is achieved by multiple antenna elements 

forming a phased array antenna. Such as  

o Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO),  

o Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO)  

o Multiple-Input and Single-Output (MISO) 

multiplexing.  

 IEEE 802.11n wireless router with 

N antennas makes it possible to 

communicate with N multiplexed channels, each with a peak 

bit rate of 54 Mbit/s, thus increasing the total peak bit rate with 

a factor N. 

 Different antennas would give different multi-path propagation (echo) 

signatures, making it possible for digital signal processing techniques to 

separate different signals from each other. These techniques may also be 

utilized for space diversity (improved robustness to fading) or beamforming 

(improved selectivity) rather than multiplexing. 

 Frequency-Division Multiplexing (FDM):  

 Allocate according to the frequencies 

 Separation of the whole spectrum into 

smaller non overlapping frequency bands 

 FDM is implemented by sending multiple 

carrier waves over the same copper wire. 

 A channel gets a certain band of the 

spectrum for the whole time- receiver has to 

tune to the sender frequency. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephone_call
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplexing#Telegraphy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phased_array_antenna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-path_propagation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signal_processing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_diversity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beamforming
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 Why is a range of frequencies assigned rather than a 

single frequency? 

o To increase the data rate (it can split its channel 

into K subchannels and transmit 1/K of the data 

over each subchannel. This will result in a K-

fold increase of the data rate.) 

o Increase the SNR (Transmit the same 

information over K separate subchannels. If 

there is interference in one of the subchannels, 

the receiver can tune in one of the other subchannels.) 

 A familiar examples of FDM are 

o The commercial AM:  
Broadcast band, which 

occupies a frequency 

spectrum from 535 kHz to 

1605 kHz. 

 Each broadcast 

station in commercial 

AM broadcast band 

carries an 

information signal 

(voice and music) 

that occupies a 

bandwidth between 0 

and 5 kHz.  

o High-volume telephone: According to AT&T (USA) and ITU-T 

(International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication services) 

and to the recommendation of the Consultative Committee of the 

International Telecommunications Union (CCITT), the hierarchy is  
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 Problems Associated with FDM: 

o Cross Talk. 

o Imperfect spectral 

separation by the filter 

banks leads to distortion 

and can lead to high 

probability of error. 

 

 Time–division multiplexing (TDM)  

 Allocate according to units of time 

(digitized information from several 

sources are multiplexed in time and 

transmitted over a single communication 

channel). 

 One method for transmitters to take 

turns is to transmit in round-robin 

order. 

 A channel gets the whole spectrum for a 

certain amount of time. 

 Guard spaces/time gaps are needed. 

 Only one carrier in the medium at any 

time 

 Throughput is very high. 

 Needs synchronizations. 

 The line speed at the output of 

multiplexer is 128 Kbps: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 TDM Hierarchy: 

o To optimize the use of transmission media (leased lines, coaxial cables, 

microwave links, optical fibers, etc.), digital signals are sent at higher 

transmission rates than 2 Mb/s or 1.55 Mb/s by digital multiplexing. 

o There are two major standards 

 North American & 

 European standards 

 

 A familiar example of TDM based on the European Standard is 

o E1 carrier system:  In TDM-PCM telephone system (PSTN), 30 voice 

channels are time-division multiplexed and used as the basis system. 

 The E1 digital carrier system is basic to the European Digital 

multiplexing Hierarchy standard. 
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 E

1 frame structure 
o E1 frame contains 32 time slots of approximately 3.9 

μsec duration and 256 bits (each of which has 8 bits 

with 488 ns time duration).  

o The time slots are numbered from 0 to 31 (30 data + 2 

controls). 

o Time slot 0 is reserved for the frame alignment signal 

and service bits 

o Transmission sampling period is 125 μsec, this means 

that 8000 transmitted frame per second. 

o Time slot 16 is reserved for the multiframe alignment 

signals and service bits and also for the signaling 

information of each of the 30 telephone channels. 

 E1 multiframe structure 
o The signaling information for each telephone channel 

(4-bits) is inserted into time slots 16 of each PCM frame 

(except frame number 0).  

o So in each frame, signaling information from 2 

telephone channels is inserted into time slot 16. 

o Each multiframe consists of 16 frames, so the time 

duration of one multiframe is 2 ms.  

 The line speed for an E1-TDM system is 2.048 Mbps. 

 

 
32 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒
×

8 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡

= 256
𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒
 

265 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒
×

8000 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒

𝑆𝑒𝑐
= 2.048 𝑀𝑏𝑝𝑠 
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                European standards      North American Standard  

 

 

 Line Coding Needed  

o The system does not become a T1 carrier or E1 carrier until it is line 

encoded. 

o Digital line encoding involves converting standard logic levels to a 

form more suitable to telephone line transmission. 

 Alternate mark inversion (AMI) code 

is recommended by the CCITT 

(G.703) for the T1 carriers  

 

 High-Density Bipolar Order 3 

(HDB3) code is recommended by 

the CCITT (G.703) for the E1 

carriers. 

 

 

 

 Synchronization 

o There are two categories of digital multiplexing:  

 Synchronous digital multiplexing (SDH): have tributaries with 

the same clock frequency, and they are all synchronized to a 

master clock. 

  Plesiochronous digital multiplexing (PDH): have tributaries 

which have the same nominal frequency, but they are not 

synchronized to each other. 

 Plesiochronous means that the bit rates to be 

multiplexed have the same nominal digit rate to within a 

certain tolerance.  

 Slight differences in timing signals mean that 

justification is necessary when forming the multiplexing 

o Advantages of SDH system 

 Simplified multiplexing/demultiplexing techniques. 

 Direct access to lower order tributaries. 

E Line Rate (Mbps) Voice Channels 

E-1 2.048 30 

E-2 8.448 120 

E-3 34.368 480 

E-4 139.264 1920 

Service Line 
Rate  

(Mbps) 
Voice Channels 

DS-1 T-1 1.544 24 

DS-2 T-2 6.312 96 

DS-3 T-3 44.736 672 

DS-4 T-4 274.176 4032 
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 Accommodates existing PDH signals. 

 Capable of transporting broadband signals. 

 Multi-vendor, multi operator environment. 

 Protection switching to traffic is offered by rings. 

 Enhanced/ Unlimited bandwidth. 

  Growth of the existing to the higher order system is simple. 

o The differences between SDH & PDH 

 Bit rates up to 140Mb/ standardized in PDH while bit rates in 

SDH starts at 155Mb/s.  

 Synchronization of transmission network in SDH while 

Plesiochronous signals in PDH. 

 Plesiochronous transmission has samll differences in 

frequency from one multiplexer level to another, so 

when each provides a bit stream for thje next hierarchy 

level, bit stuffing (justification) is necessary to adjust 

for these frequency differences.  

 Multiplex bit rates are produced as integral multiples of the 

basic bit rate in SDH while in PDH high bit rate is achieved by 

Plesiochronous multiplexing with the justification and bit 

stuffing technique 

 A specific transmission frame is defined for each multiplex 

level in PDH while all multiplex signals is SDH have identical 

frame structure. 

 multiplexing in SDH is byte-by-byte while multiplexing in 

PDH is bit-by-bit.  

 Access to single channel in the multiplex signal is possible by 

evaluating a pointer in SDH while access is permitted in PDH 

only after the demultiplexing operation. 

 For example, a 140 Mb/s system is operating between 

two major cities, it is not possible to identify and gain 

access to individual channels at towns en route. In other 

words, drop and insert capability requires a complete 

demultiplexing procedure. The synchronous 

multiplexing technique does allow this drop and insert 

facility. 

 Large number of overhead channels available for network 

supervision, management and control.  
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 Code Division Multiplexing (CDM): 

 A channel gets a certain frequency band for 

a certain amount of time (allows multiple 

devices to transmit on the same frequencies 

at the same time using different codes). 

 Each channel has a unique code, they use 

the same spectrum at the same time. 

 Efficiently utilizing the BW. 

 No coordination/Synchronization needed. 

 Protected against frequency selective 

interference. 

 Instead of splitting the cannel, the receiver is told which 

channel to access according to a pseudo-random code 

that is synchronized with the sender. 

 The code changes frequently and unless it has been 

known, it is not possible to lock into the signal. 

 The interference is hugely reduced the code space is 

increased. 

 It is very complicated.  

 Requiring a precise power control schemes 

 It could be implemented using the spread spectrum 

technology. 

 The used CDMA schemes: 

o Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA): The original data signal is 

multiplied directly by the high chip rate spreading code. 

o Frequency Hopping CDMA (FH-CDMA): The carrier frequency at 

which the original data signal is transmitted rapidly changed according 

to the spreading code. 

o Time Hopping CDMA (TH-CDMA): The original data is not 

transmitted continuously. Instead, the signal is transmitted in short 

burst where the times of the bursts are decided by the spreading code. 

 

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum 
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 Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM): 
 

 The need for speed 

o Three methods exist for expanding capacity:  

 installing more cables 

 increasing system bit rate to 

multiplex more signals  

 Wavelength division multiplexing 

(WDM). 

 WDM has proven more cost effective in many 

instances. Why? 

o WDM is a technology used to expand fiber 

optic bandwidth by enabling signals from 

different sources to independently travel 

together on a single optical fiber.  

o With WDM it is possible to couple sources emitting at different 

wavelengths λ1, λ2, λ3 into the same optical fiber.  

 How Does WDM work? 

o For the multiplexing (or separation) of wavelengths, 

gratings can be used.  

o Grating multi/demultiplexers consists of three mains 

parts:  

 Entrance and exit elements (fiber array or 

transmission line fiber) 

 Focusing optics (Lens) 

 Dispersive grating: The grating causes 

different wavelengths to be reflected at 

different angles. 

 WDM systems 

o WDM is generally accomplished at approximate wavelengths of 1550 

nm (l.55μm) with successive frequencies spaced in multiples of 100 

GHz (e.g., 100 GHz, 200 GHz, 30: & so on). 

o Two WDM systems currently being developed are: 

 Coarse WDM (C-WDM): spaced more than 200 GHz or 1.6 nm 

apart in the vicinity of 1550 nm are considered standard WDM 

(C-WDM). 

 Dense WDM (D-WDM): with less than 200-GHz separation in 

the vicinity of 1550 nm are considered D- WDM.  

 WDM versus FDM 

o in FDM data transmitted based on the particular frequency and in 

WDM data transmitted based on the particular wavelength . 

o FDM is used in twisted pair cable and WDM is used in fiber optic 

cable. 
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